
Celebrity  Break-Up:  Josh
Duhamel & Eiza Gonzalez Split
After 5 Months of Dating

By Haley Lerner

In celebrity break-up news, Josh Duhamel and Eiza Gonzalez
have  spit  after  dating  for  five  months.  A  source  told
UsMagazine.com that the celebrity couple split “a couple weeks
ago” because “they just drifted apart.” On July 23, Duhamel
told photographers in Los Angeles that he and Gonzalez are
“done,” according to the Daily Mail. Duhamel started dating
Gonzalez  less  than  five  months  after  splitting  from  wife
Fergie  after  being  married  for  eight  years.  Duhamel  and
Gonzalez met in February at Jennifer Lopez’s pre-Super Bowl
concert at the Minneapolis Armory.
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This  celebrity  break-up  was  a
result of the couple just drifting
apart. What are some ways to keep
your relationship strong?

Cupid’s Advice:

Looking to stay close with your partner? Cupid has some tips
on how to keep your relationship strong:

1. Plan dates: If you and your partner are having trouble
making  time  to  see  each  other,  it  is  important  you  work
together to set aside time for special dates and meetings.
Plan a romantic date with your beau and spend quality time
with each other.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Josh Duhamel Steps Out
with Eiza Gonzalez Amidst Relationship Rumors

2. Talk about your feelings:If you feel like you and your
partner might be drifting apart, you really should talk about
it to them. You two can then process your emotions together
and figure out what’s causing the distance and how you can
solve it as a couple.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Fergie Says She Wanted to Stay
Married to Josh Duhamel ‘Forever’

3. Show your love: Stay close with your partner by showing
them  how  much  you  truly  love  them.  Whether  it’s  by
complimenting them, surprising them with a gift or cooking for
them, you should make it clear to your partner how much you
love them.

Have any more tips on how to stay close with your partner?
Comment below!
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Celebrity  News:  Fergie  Says
She Wanted to Stay Married to
Josh Duhamel ‘Forever’

By Karley Kemble

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  Fergie  has  shared  heart
wrenching information about her recent split from husband Josh
Duhamel. According to UsMagazine.com, the somber Black-Eyed
Peas singer confesses, “It wasn’t my plan, I wanted to stay
married forever,” in a preview for an upcoming appearance on
the Wendy Williams Show. The former celebrity couple formally
announced  their  separation  in  September,  but  parted  ways
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earlier  in  the  spring.  Fergie  and  Duhamel  will  remain  on
friendly terms and co-parent their four-year-old son, Axl,
together.

This celebrity news has our hearts
hurting. What are some ways to know
you’ve done everything you can to
save a relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Even celebrity couples that appear to be as strong and loving
as Fergie and Josh have the potential to fizzle out. While you
should almost always try and save your relationship, sometimes
it’s best to call it quits. How do you know when it’s over?
Cupid has some ideas:

1. You’ve talked it out: Whether you sit down together or seek
help from a therapist, getting to the root of the problems are
totally essential. If you two still aren’t seeing eye-to-eye,
maybe it just can’t be saved.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Fergie and Josh Duhamel Call
It Quits

2. You’ve gone back to basics: Sometimes it’s good to hit the
reset button. Remember the early days of your relationship
when you were still getting to know each other? If you channel
those innocent times but aren’t seeing changes in the way you
treat each other, it may be time to end things.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Anna Faris Is ‘Fantastic’
Amid Chris Pratt Divorce, Says Allison Janney

3. You just aren’t feeling it: Always, always, always trust
your gut. If your partner doesn’t make you feel as happy,
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strong, or content as they used to, perhaps the relationship
has run dry. You know yourself better than anyone else, after
all.

Cupid  wants  to  know:  How  have  you  tried  to  save  your
relationship?

Celebrity Divorce: Fergie and
Josh Duhamel Call It Quits

By Ashleigh Underwood

The  latest  celebrity  news  has  fans  surprised  and
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upset: Celebrity couple Fergie and Josh Duhamel have decided
to end their eight-year marriage. This celebrity divorce comes
as a shock, especially since the pair had been talking about
adding to their family just last month. However, according to
UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple had been having trouble
for a while, with Duhamel moving out in the early spring.
While the duo have decided to part ways, they remain friends
in order to care for their 4-year-old Axl.

This celebrity divorce comes as a
shock,  especially  considering
Fergie and Josh Duhamel were hoping
to  have  another  baby  just  months
ago. How do you know when it’s time
to call it quits?

Cupid’s Advice:

Breaking up with someone is extremely difficult, particularly
when you have been together for years and years, like this
celebrity couple. Check out these three ways to help you know
if it’s truly time to call it quits:

1. You’re constantly fighting: One of the most obvious red
flags  in  a  relationship  is  that  you’re  having  nonstop
screaming matches with each other. If every little issue turns
into a huge blowout fight, you might want to rethink whether
or not this is the right situation. As a couple, you should be
able to work things out calmly and with understanding every
single time.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Allison Janney Reveals How Anna
Faris Is Handling Celebrity Divorce from Chris Pratt
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2. You feel like a second choice: You should never feel like
you’re not your partner’s first priority. If you feel second
to  their  friends,  their  coworkers,  another  romantic
interest, or even their career, it’s time to say something.
Speak up about your feelings, and if nothing changes, it may
be time to part ways.

Related Link: Celebrity Couples Who Cannot Wait to Become
Parents

3. You just know: Gut feelings should always be trusted. While
your brain may not be on the same page, the rest of your body
knows what is right. Deep down, you know what is best for you
and whether or not you should continue your relationship.

Cupid wants to know: How did you know it was time to end your
relationship? 

20 Fashionable Celebrity Moms
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Gwen Stefani

The No Doubt front woman and L.A.M.B. fashion designer has a



unique sense of style, one that she's passed down to her three
celebrity babies. Photo: Gucci/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

Celebrity  Photo  Gallery:
Famous Couples Who Work Out
Together
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Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlake

The duo that sweats together, stays together! This famous
couple seems to believe this truth, as they are often seen
jogging together. Photo: Brian Flannery/FlynetPictures.com

Celebrity  Photo  Gallery:
Stars  Who  Stood  By  Their
Unfaithful Partners
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David Boreanaz and Jaime Bergman

The 'Bones' star admitted that he cheated on his model wife



after the woman he had a fling with attempted to extort him.
The  famous  couple  are  still  together  today.  Photo:
FPA/FAMEFLYNET  PICTURES

Celebrity  Photos:  Famous
Couples  and  Their  Exotic
Honeymoons
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Mike Fisher and Carrie Underwood

The Nashville Predators hockey player and country singer got
married in Georgia in July 2010, and then they hopped on a
plane to celebrate their honeymoon in Tahiti. The celebrity
couple spent their time soaking up the sun on this beautiful
island in French Polynesia. Photo: Flynet Pictures

Cutest  Celebrity  Baby
Announcements
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Ryan Reynolds and Blake Lively
In  October  2014,  this  gorgeous  couple  almost  broke  the
Internet with their subtle but powerful baby announcement. The



'Gossip Girl' alum posted a post titled Preserve Celebration
of Family on her website with a photo of her holding her baby
bump. The couple have openly expressed their desire to start a
family, and we know they're excited to welcome their bundle of
joy in 2015. Photo: AAR/FameFlyNet

Our Favorite Celebrity Couple
Halloween Costumes

By Molly Jacob and Nisha Ramirez

As a child, Halloween is all about trick o’ treating and
competing for the title of Candy Ghoul. As a single adult,
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Halloween means being voted best costume at your Halloween
monster bash. As a couple, Halloween is about finding the
perfect costumes that will showcase your partnership. And as
a celebrity couple, Halloween is all about stepping out as a
duo without a budget. Check out our favorite celebrity couple
Halloween costumes for inspiration this All Hallows Eve:

1. Gisele Bundchen and Tom Brady: Lions, tigers, and…Patriots,
oh my! Gisele Bundchen and Tom Brady went for a classic look
last  Halloween  when  they  dressed  up  as  Dorothy  and  the
Cowardly  Lion  from  the  Wizard  of  Oz.  Bundchen,  holding  a
basket with a toy Toto inside, posted an Instagram photo of
the adorable couple kissing with the caption, “Having fun with
my Lion last night!”

2. Lauren Conrad and William Tell: Here’s some inspiration for
you DIYers: even celebrities like to craft! Lauren Conrad
created her tooth fairy costume for Halloween 2013, and her
husband (then fiancé) William Tell dressed as a dentist. While
Conrad  didn’t  make  her  own  dress  for  her  beautiful
wedding last September, she did use her DIY skills for some
finer touches.

Related: Lauren Conrad Ties the Knot with William Tell

3. Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka: Neil Patrick Harris
and hubby David Burtka, known for their elaborate Halloween
outfits,  didn’t  disappoint  in  2013  with  their  Alice  in
Wonderland  themed  costumes.  Harris  and  Burtka,  dressed  as
Tweedledee and Tweedledum, made it a family affair when they
put  their  three-year-old  twins  in  Alice  and  White  Rabbit
costumes. We can’t wait to see what the family dresses as this
Halloween!

4. Bryan Greenberg and Jamie Chung: Love is all you need! At
least,  according  to  Bryan  Greenberg’s  and  Jamie  Chung’s
Halloween costume. The actor couple, who plans to get hitched
sometime  in  2015,  rocked  out  in  an  ensemble  inspired  by
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another famous duo: John Lennon and Yoko Ono.

Related: Best Celebrity Inspired Halloween Candy Choices

5. Fergie and Josh Duhamel: It’s a scary holiday, so why not
be just as frightening? Fergie and Josh Duhamel donned heavy
face paint and creepy skeleton costumes in 2013 to celebrate
the  Day  of  the  Dead.  Fergie,  whose  great-grandmother  is
Mexican, and Duhamel were inspired by Dia de los Muertos. Many
famous couples, such as Kate Moss and husband Jamie Hince,
also dressed up last year in matching outfits inspired by this
holiday.

6. Matthew Morrison and Renee Puente: Quentin Tarantino would
be proud of Glee star Matthew Morrison and his wife Renee
Puente. Last week, the newlyweds dressed as characters from
the cult hit, Pulp Fiction, for Morrison’s annual Halloween
(and birthday) party. Staying true to the movie, Morrison
(dressed as Vincent Vega) and Puente (as Mia Wallace) even
danced like their characters during an interview with E! News.

What are your favorite celebrity couple Halloween costumes?
Share your comments below.

5 Celebrity Couples Who Dress
Up For Halloween
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By Maggie Manfredi

Halloween is tomorrow, and already the celebrities are out and
about donning a wide range of crafty costumes as they take to
the streets. From classic Disney characters to trendy media
ensembles, it seems like this spooky season will be a creative
one  for  the  A-list  community.  There  are  a  few  celebrity
couples that always give their all for this haunted holiday,
so we are counting down the top five celebrity couples who
dress up, and party down for Halloween:

1. Fergie and Josh Duhamel: This couple’s rocky past is long
behind them as they currently stand strong and are one of the
cutest  little  families.  The  duo  has  pulled  off  some
spectacular  couple’s  costumes  in  the  past,  so  we  expect
nothing less in 2014. Couple costume prediction: weather and
the weather man (Fergie would totally rock the wind-blown look
and Josh could definitely bring the corny).

2. Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka: This couple always
brings their A-game for trick-or-treating. They like to keep
it all in the family with their adorable twins in tow. Couple



costume  prediction:  Something  a-la  The  Wizard  of  Oz  or
possible A Midsummer Night’s Dream. We expect that the pair
will stay in with the twins for candy and family fun, and
we’re hoping for something as good as their Peter Pan foursome
a few Halloweens back. In honor of Neil’s recent hosting gig,
it’s bound to bean academy award winning movie cast.

3. Hugh Hefner and Crystal Harris: On the 31st, we tend to see
a lot of “bunnies” attending parties and hitting the clubs.
But we are excited to see what the real household members of
the  playboy  mansion  will  wear  this  year.  Couple  costume
prediction: Romeo and Juliet. There hasn’t been a great deal
of consistency in the past from the playboy possy, so we
predict  Crystal  and  Hugh  will  pick  a  famous  couple  from
literature.

4.  Cindy  Crawford  and  Rande  Gerber:  According  to
UsMagazine.com, Crawford and Gerber have already gotten this
Halloween  party  started.  The  couple  threw  it  back  with  a
convincing couple costume as Cher and Gregg Allman. We give it
a groovy two thumbs up!

5. Lauren Conrad and William Tell: These newlyweds have always
solidified their spot for cutest couple even when they’re not
in costume. Whether tooth fairy and dentist or Mary Poppins
and Bert the chimney sweep, LC and Tell can pull off anything!
Couple  costume  prediction:  Prince  Charming  and
Cinderella…Because  the  shoe  just  fits.

Have a celeb couple you love, want to predict their costume?
Share it all below! 



Celebrity  Couples  That  Have
Bounced Back After Cheating

By Jennifer Harrington and Laura Seaman

For those who follow celebrity news, cheating in Hollywood is
hardly a surprise. What is often more interesting are the
couples that, despite the spotlight and scrutiny, manage to
stick together through a cheating scandal. So Cupid took a
look at a few high-profile lovebirds who have weathered the
storm of infidelity to see what lessons about moving on can be
learned from the A-listers.

1. Josh Duhamel and Fergie: This couple met back in 2004,
became engaged in 2007, and were married in 2009. Soon after
they  became  man  and  wife,  though,  a  stripper  accused  the
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actor of cheating. This didn’t seem to upset the Black Eyed
Peas singer, as she stayed with him through it all. In 2012,
Duhamel addressed the rumors and said, “When you go through
difficult times, it really makes you stronger as a unit, as a
partnership. It does for us, anyways. Our love today is a
deeper love, definitely.” In 2013, they welcomed their baby
boy Axl Jack Duhamel. What didn’t kill this relationship made
it stronger, and these two are as happy as ever.

Related Link: You Cheated, So Now What?

2. Kobe and Vanessa Bryant: Hotel worker Katelyn Faber accused
the basketball star of sexual assault back in 2003. While
Bryant did admit that he slept with the Faber and cheated on
his wife, he denied that it was assault. Through the trial and
all of the press, Bryant’s wife stayed by his side. The two
are still together and are now raising their two daughters,
Natalia and Gianna. In fact, they were recently spotted on a
family vacation in Greece.

3. David Borneaz and Jaime Bergman: The Bones actor and his
former Playboy Playmate wife have been married since 2001, but
in 2010, he admitted to the public that he cheated on a then-
pregnant  Bergman.  The  other  woman  in  the  picture  is  no
stranger  to  scandal:  Rachel  Uchitel  was  also  a  mistress
of Tiger Woods. Later, to make matters worse, explicit texts
between the two were leaked to the media. Soon after, the
actor commented, saying of him and his wife: “We’re working on
repairing what has been damaged so badly.” He now says that
the entire affair was a type of bonding experience for the
couple and that they are closer because of it.

4. David and Victoria Beckham: The soccer starwas hit with a
cheating  accusation  back  in  2010  by  In  Touch  Weekly,  who
published a piece stating that he had cheated on his wife with
a  call  girl  named  Irma  Nici.  Beckham  sued  the  magazine,
and the suit was dropped. Beckham’s rep released a statement
saying the allegations were “completely untrue and totally
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ridiculous, as the magazine was told before publication.” This
past July, the couple, who has four children, celebrated 15
years of marriage.

Related Link: Why Kourtney Kardashian and Scott Disick Don’t
Need to Get Married

5. Scott Disick and Kourtney Kardashian: This reality couple
has faced allegations of unfaithfulness throughout the course
of their seven-year relationship. In 2011, rumors swirled that
Disick and fellow reality star Kristin Cavallari were having
an affair. Cavallari denied the rumors and speculated that
they were initiated to spark interest before the premiere of a
new season of Keeping Up With the Kardashians. With Kardashian
pregnant with their third child, it sounds like all has been
forgiven!

Ultimately,  cheating  should  be  avoided,  and  it’s  never  a
desired ingredient in any romance. But, unfortunately, it does
happen. The examples from these high-profile couples proved
that  with  time,  forgiveness,  and  family  support,  it’s
sometimes  possible  to  mend  a  relationship  broken  by
unfaithfulness.

Did you and your partner’s relationship survive post cheating?
Share your comments below. 

Celebrities  Who  Have  Gotten
Back  Together  After  a
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Cheating Scandal

By April Littleton

Celebrities are known for being in the spotlight – especially
if  they  are  involved  in  a  relationship  with  someone.
Sometimes, this can get them into a bit of trouble if they
aren’t being true to the one they love. Whether the rumors are
true or not, many celebrity couples have had their fair share
of cheating scandals:

1. Kristen Stewart and Robert Pattinson: In July 2012, Us
Weekly published pictures of Stewart having an affair with
“Snow White and the Huntsman” director Rupert Sanders. The day
after the scandal went public, the “Breaking Dawn” co-star
issued out a public apology to Pattinson through People. “I’m
deeply sorry for the hurt and embarrassment. I’ve caused to
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those  close  to  me  and  everyone  this  has  affected.  This
momentary  indiscretion  has  jeopardized  the  most  important
thing in my life, the person I love and respect the most, Rob.
I love him, I love him, I’m so sorry,” she said. After a brief
breakup,  the  two  ended  up  back  together.  However,  the
reconciliation didn’t last. The couple broke up for the final
time sometime last year.

2. Fergie and Josh Duhamel: In 2009, an exotic dancer named
Nicole Forrester claimed she had an affair with then 39-year-
old Josh Duhamel. In an interview with Oprah, Fergie addressed
the claims. “It was difficult. When you go through difficult
times  it  really  makes  you  stronger  as  a  unit.  As  a
partnership. It does for us anyways. Our love is a deeper love
now,” she said. The couple went on to renew their wedding voes
shortly after the allegations. The duo are also parents to
son, Axl Jack Duhamel, born Aug. 29, 2013.

Related: 5 Celebrity Women Who Only Date Athletes

3. Robin Thicke and Paula Patton: Last year, British socialite
Lana Scolaro accused the Blurred Lines singer of cheating on
his wife with her at a VMAs after-party. Scolaro told Life &
Style Magazine that Thicke said, “I want to get you into bed!”
upon meeting her. Patton’s reps denied all of her claims and
stated that Scolaro was “just a girl looking for attention.”
Thicke and Patton were high school sweethearts and married in
2005. They have a son, Julian Fuego Thicke.

4. Keith Urban and Nicole Kidman: Part-time model, Amanda
Wyatt revealed to Daily Mail that Urban cheated on Kidman
throughout their relationship. “I feel sorry for Nicole. Keith
cheated on her repeatedly with me, right up to just before
they got married,” she said. However, the accusations didn’t
seem to tear the couple’s marriage apart. Urban and Kidman had
their first child together in 2008, and had a second daughter
in 2010.
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Related: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Got Engaged on Valentine’s
Day

5. David Boreanaz and Jamie Bergman: In 2010, the “Bones” star
admitted to being unfaithful to wife, Jamie Bergman. He had an
affair with Rachel Uchitel. Shortly after he came clean about
his infidelity, text messages surfaced that showed the nature
of his relationship with Uchitel. At the time, his wife was
pregnant. The couple are still together, and have a son and a
daughter.

Which other celebrity couples survived an infidelity scandal?
Comment below.

Josh  Duhamel  Says  He’s  Not
Trying to Break Up the Black
Eyed Peas
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By Brittany Stubbs

Rumors were swirling that Fergie’s husband, Josh Duhamel, was
urging his wife to break away from the Black Eyed Peas. But
the Safe Haven star is making it clear that these allegations
are completely false. “Don’t believe this bulls–t. Not true,”
he wrote, along with a hyperlink to the offending report,
UsMagazine.com confirms. Although Fergie confirmed her plans
of doing a solo album with Ryan Seacrest back in November, the
new  mom  is  still  signed  under  Will.i.am’s  imprint  for
Interscope,  I  am  Music.

How do you keep jealousy about your partner’s career at bay?

Cupid’s Advice: 

No  matter  how  happy  you  are  for  your  partner’s  success,
jealousy is in human nature and can occur in any relationship,
no matter how stable or healthy it may be. Knowing how to
handle jealousy is what will keep the green-eyed monster from
harming both your relationship and your partner’s career:

1. Show support: Even if you wish you had gotten the raise or

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/josh-duhamel-slams-report-fergie-black-eyed-peas-2014151


promotion over your partner, at the end of the day, you must
congratulate  and  support  your  partner  on  everything  they
achieve. Supporting one another is what keeps relationships
both positive and strong.

Related: Fergie and Josh Duhamel Are Expecting 

2. Share their success: Remind yourself that as a couple, you
are  a  unit,  meaning  their  achievements  are  also  your
achievements.  When  they  score  the  big  promotion  or  get
rewarded for their hard work on a project, remind yourself
that by supporting them, you contributed to their ultimate
success, and they may not have been able to accomplish it
without you. This can replace feelings of jealousy with pride.

Related: Fergie Jokes That Josh Duhamel Wanted Children With
Her From Their First Date

3. See the positives in their career: While you may feel
envious about certain parts of your partner’s job, whether
that  comes  from  their  role  of  working  closely  with  the
opposite sex, or accomplishing more than you have in your own
career,  try  to  focus  on  the  positives  it  brings  to  your
relationship. This could be anything from their paychecks that
support your family, or the personal growth and happiness the
specific  career  provides  your  partner.  Never  overlook  the
positives.

How do you keep jealousy about your partner’s career from
harming your relationship? Share your thoughts below. 
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Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Katy  Perry,  Kate  Middleton
and Fergie

By Shoshi

For today’s expert post, I want to look at the energy of three
celebrity couples who are celebrating exciting times in their
relationships:  Katy  Perry  and  John  Mayer,  who  are  back
together  and  recently  released  their  first  duet;  Kate
Middleton and Prince William, who welcomed their son, Prince
George,  in  July;  and  Fergie  and  Josh  Duhamel,  who  are
expecting  their  first  child  very  soon.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Predictions: Jennifer Aniston,
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Julianne Hough and Kim Kardashian

Katy Perry and John Mayer: This musically-talented duo is on
again — at least for now. It’s becoming difficult to define
their love since it tends to change so quickly. Mayer has
actually  managed  to  keep  his  mouth  shut  about  this
relationship, unlike his behavior in the past. (Did we really
need to know that sex with Jessica Simpson was like a drug?)

When looking at the energy around the couple, it seems like
they’re having fun. While they do enjoy each other’s company,
what keeps them getting back together is their ability to
relate to one another. It’s a level of comfort that they both
need at this time.

There’s been buzz about their new duet — and for good reason!
Mayer sings that he can see himself growing old with her. How
adorable  is  that?   The  only  thing  is  that  gushy  love
eventually ends. The soulful singer has a habit of quickly
becoming attached to the woman he’s dating, so only time will
tell if they survive past the honeymoon stage.

In  their  duet,  he  also  wrote  that  he  couldn’t  run
anymore.  He’s  finally  starting  to  show  signs  of  getting
serious about his love life. During his relationship with
Perry, she will help him grow up a bit. Even so, Mayer will
become bored and soon move on to the next lady.

Kate Middleton and Prince William: Ever since Kate Middleton
and Prince William announced their engagement, the world has
been enchanted with the lovely couple. When Kate announced she
was pregnant with a royal bundle of joy, we couldn’t wait for
the baby to arrive!

We can all finally relax: Prince George is here and has been
presented  to  the  world.  The  Duke  and  Duchess’s  marriage
appears  to  be  going  strong;  in  fact,  they’ve  never  been
better.  Surrounding  their  relationship  is  the  energy  of
Princess Diana, as if she watches over them and guides her

http://cupidspulse.com/yolanda-shoshana-celebrity-couple-predictions-jennifer-aniston-kim-kardashian/


son. Without a doubt, these two are best friends. They want to
keep a low profile and simply enjoy their lives together.

There is another baby energy circling Kate. They want to wait
a bit before their next child, but they may not have a choice.
Don’t be surprised if she’s soon pregnant with baby number
two, which will bring them a daughter.

Related Link: Will Harry and Pippa Be Named Godparents for
Prince George?

Fergie and Josh Duhamel: Fergie and Josh Duhamel cannot wait
until  the  arrival  of  their  son.  The  energy  in  their
relationship  has  shifted  for  the  better  since  Fergie  got
pregnant. Rumors had been circling about Josh’s activities
with  other  women,  but  now,  he’s  a  bit  more  centered  and
focused on family.

Fergie  has  just  legally  changed  her  name  from  Stacy  Ann
Ferguson to Fergie Duhamel. It is said that, when you change
your name, you change your destiny, so the newly-annointed
Mrs. Duhamel has shifted her energy on many levels.

Josh is going to be really close to his son — it’ll be hard to
find him in a photo without him. It will cause him to want to
work less, while Fergie will be inspired with material for a
new album dedicated to the two men in her life and the love
she has for them. It’s a very happy time in the Duhamel
household. All the best to them!

For more information on Shoshi, click here.
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Celebrity Couples Who Cannot
Wait to Become Parents

By Meghan Fitzgerald

Most couples are ecstatic when they find out they’re going to
be  parents.  The  thrill  of  being  a  mother  or  father  is
indescribable. The moment you find out you’re going to be a
parent is one you’ll never forget. The baby showers, clothes,
registries and birthing classes — it all can be very exciting
for parents-to-be. Numerous celebrity couples can’t wait to
become  parents.  Here’s  a  list  of  some  of  seven  of  our
favorites  who  are  expecting:

1. Fergie and Josh Duhamel: Fergie announced via Twitter “Josh
& Me & BABY makes three!!!.” According to UsMagazine, husband
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Josh sings to Fergie’s pregnant baby bump. The two lovebirds
are more than excited to welcome a new member into their
family this upcoming year.

Related: 10 New Celebrity Moms

2. Maya Rudolph and Paul Thomas Anderson: The former SNL star
is expecting her fourth child this year with partner, Paul
Anderson. Although this child is coming “faster” than they
thought, they are more than thrilled to have another baby on
the way.

3. Penelope Cruz and Javier Bardem: These two are expecting
their second child this year. The actress confirmed they are
both “tremendously happy and excited.” The couple already has
a son, Leo.

4. Alec Baldwin and his wife, Hilaria: The couple is expecting
their  first  child  together.  The  30  Rock  star  stated,  “It
really is the most amazing thing. I’m lucky.” Baldwin already
has a 17-year-old daughter named, Ireland, with ex-wife Kim
Basinger.

5. Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie Bell: Two months after denying
she  was  pregnant,  the  couple’s  rep  stated  they  both  were
“thrilled”  over  the  upcoming  birth  of  their  first  child
together.

6. Kate Middleton and Prince William: With all of the media
surrounding the royal couple, most people know how excited
these two are for having a baby. Who wouldn’t want to create a
baby who will be inducted into the royal family?

Related: Kelly Bensimon: “I Am A Single Parent & It’s Not
Easy”

7. Busy Phillips and Marc Silverstein: Although her pregnancy
was  unexpected,  Phillips  and  husband  Marc  Silverstein  are
excited to take on the challenge of parenting again. The duo
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are already parents to Birdie Leigh.

Celebrity News: Fergie Jokes
That  Josh  Duhamel  Wanted
Children with Her From Their
First Date

By Jessica Conigliaro

Fergie,  soon-to-be  mother,  and  husband  Josh  Duhamel  are
preparing  for  the  newest  addition  to  their  family.
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People reports Fergie saying, “He’s been amazing,” she told
reporters. “He’s so nice and wonderful, and he sings and talks
to  my  belly  all  of  the  time,”  she  explains.  “He’s  very
complimentary. I’m very lucky that he is really good to me.”

How do you know if your partner would make a good parent?

Cupid’s Advice:

You and your partner have been together for a while now. You
both  are  tossing  around  the  idea  of  starting  a  family
together. Before doing anything drastic however, you want to
make sure your love will make a good father. Cupid’s here to
help you figure that out:

1. He takes care of you: Whenever you’re sick, your partner
always stops by with soup to make sure you are okay. He helps
you get better and doesn’t ever worry about catching your
germs–he’s more concerned about you than his own health. If he
is this nurturing with you, he is sure to be a good father.
When his  children will  need him most, you know for a fact
that your love will happily take care of them.

2. Good with other kids: Your friends had a baby last year and
your spouse loves spending time with the little one. He offers
to babysit and enjoys playing and laughing with their child.
This should be a very clear indication that your partner will
make a great father. He is showing enthusiasm towards children
and is probably stirring up excitement of becoming a father of
his own some day.

3. Patience: Your love wants to leave the house by a certain
time, but you are taking forever to get ready. Instead of
getting mad and frustrated at you, he is understanding and
lets you get ready in peace. By doing so, your man is showing
you how patient he can be–which will definitely be good when
you have kids together.

http://www.people.com


How did you know your husband would be a good father? Share
below:.

The  Most  Health-Conscious
Celebrity Couples

By Andrea Surujnauth

Celebrities are always expected to look great. Some spend
hours and hours exercising, while others follow crazy diets
like  Kourtney  Kardashian’s  ghee  gulping  every  morning  or
Jennifer  Anniston  eating  only  baby  food.  However,  being
health-conscious doesn’t necessarily mean drinking weird green
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mixtures or fitting in two or three workouts each day. It
means eating healthy, exercising regularly and staying away
from eccentric diets that starve your body of much-needed
nutrients.  So  which  celebrity  couples  are  truly  the  most
health-conscious duos in Hollywood?

1. Jada Pinkett Smith and Will Smith: Jada, a yoga advocate,
has introduced her fitness regime to her family: she often
does yoga with her loving hubby and even with their children.
As she recently told WomensHealthMag.com, “I used to push a
lot of iron. I’ve been in the gym for like 15 years now, and
I’m just not motivated by it anymore. So I do a lot of outside
sports. On my Christmas vacation, I did a lot of cross-country
skiing, and I like to hike. I usually do my yoga at home in
the evenings for about an hour. Sometimes I go to a class, but
with my schedule, it’s really difficult for me – and my kids
like to join me. We do a lot of yoga together.” See? It really
is possible to keep up with a busy career, stay in shape and
spend time with your family!

2.  Fergie  and  Josh  Duhamel:  This  cute  couple  is  often
photographed getting fit together. They go running or hiking
and even do push-ups while out on the trail. According to
Health.com,  Fergie  lost  13  pounds  in  2009,  proving  that
working out with your man can really make a difference! Follow
in this couple’s footsteps by grabbing your beau and working
up a sweat outdoors.

Related Link: Celebrity Nutritionist and Trainer Jackie Keller
Says, “Those Who Exercise With Support From Their Partners Do
Better Overall”

3. Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlake: These two hotties do
some serious strength training and have no problem showing off
their  hard  work  and  rock-hard  bodies.  They  were  recently
photographed running together near their apartment in New York
City.
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4. Michelle and Barack Obama: The First Lady has a serious
passion for staying healthy and exercising; she even gets up
at 4:30 am to fit a workout into her busy schedule. Her
husband is also a fan of going to the gym, but he wasn’t
always  very  health-conscious,  as  he  used  to  be  a  smoker.
Michelle, being the wonderful wife that she is, made a deal
with him: he could only run for president if he quit smoking.
Great job, Mrs. Obama!

5. Hilaria and Alec Baldwin: Hilaria, a yoga instructor for
Yoga Vida in New York City, has already put her new husband on
a diet and encouraged him to get fit. Baldwin has called her a
“good influence.”

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Trainer  Gunnar  Peterson  Discusses
Relationships, Health and His 8-Week Gunnar Challenge

6.  Camila  Alves  and  Matthew  McConaughey:  It’s  no  secret
that McConaughey is a big fan of the beach. However, this
beach hottie doesn’t spend his time relaxing in the sun. He
runs up and down the beach, only taking breaks to do some
push-ups or hold a few yoga poses. He also accompanies his
gorgeous wife to the gym, who told Star Magazine UK, “I need
somebody to exercise with me, and I don’t like going to the
gym at all.” Alves also mentioned that she sticks to a healthy
diet by cooking her family’s food; that way, she knows exactly
what she’s eating.

7. Beyonce and Jay-Z: Can it get any sweeter than this couple?
Beyonce went on a partially vegan and plant-based diet while
she  was  pregnant  with  daughter,  Blue  Ivy,  and  being  a
considerate husband, Jay-Z decided to go on the diet with her.
The two continued to diet together after Bey, who gained 57
pounds during her pregnancy, gave birth.

How do you stay healthy with your significant other? Comment
below and let us know!
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Fergie and Josh Duhamel Are
Expecting

By Meghan Fitzgerald

Fergie and Josh Duhamel are expecting! The couple confirmed
their  pregnancy  via  Twitter  this  past  Monday,  she
tweeted “Josh & Me & BABY makes three!!!” Huffington Post
reported that her rep released a statement to Just Jared,
stating, “Yes, Fergie is pregnant!! We are pleased to confirm
the news.” This is the first child for Fergie and Duhamel
since they wed in January 2009. The two were always certain
that they wanted to start a family. Their time is now, so
congrats to them!
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What are some ways to prepare your relationship for a child?

Cupid’s Advice:

With a child coming into you and your beau’s life, you need to
prepare your relationship. “A child changes everything” is
more than accurate. Not only will your baby change the way you
live however, it will change your relationship. Or at least
try to. With having a child, you and your mate need to keep
strong, especially strong together. Cupid has some advice:

1. Sleep deprivation: You and your partner will both realize
what sleep deprivation really means when you have a child.
Three-hour nights of sleep will be common to you two. With
this being said, your need to prepare your relationship for
possible fights over who gets up for the baby. You both will
be completely exhausted however, one of you still need to get
up. This ties in with score keeping also, no matter how many
times you get up for your child-you’re still the parent! And
it is a parents job, so don’t let it interfere with your
relationship.

2. Score keeping: “I changed diapers twice today, now it’s
your turn.” “I got up last night to rock the baby back to
sleep, you do it tonight.” Leave all of  this entirely out of
your relationship! Score keeping on what and what not you did
with  your  child  will  end  in  chaos.  It  is  both  of  your
responsibilities to love your child more than anything on
earth.  Fighting  does  not  tie  in  with  love.  You  and  your
mate will drive one another crazy if you enforce a score
keeping system in your life. Leave it out!

3. Sexual disconnect: Be prepared ladies and gentlemen for a
strong disconnection from sex with your partner. With some, it
may  still  be  visible.  However,  with  most  couples,  sexual
disconnect is common. With the lack of sleep, excess of baby
poop and puke, sex seems entirely unappealing. At the end of
the day, you and your mate will be thinking of how your
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eyelids look, not how you look in the new La Perla lingerie
you recently bought.

Have  you  prepared  your  relationship  for  a  child?  Explain
below.

Celebrity Couples That Have a
Kid-Free Marriage

By Jessica Smith

Parenthood, that is, bringing a child into this world with
your  own  DNA,  is  a  miracle.  Sure,  it’s  an  extraordinary
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undertaking and a definite blessing, but it can also be one
giant pain in the butt. As a result, deciding to have children
as a married couple is a gargantuan step that will forever
change  your  lives.  Although  you  can  expect  to  lose  your
privacy and most likely your mind, you can also expect to
feel  love  and  gratitude  beyond  anything  you’ve  ever
experienced. However great these rewards, and perhaps because
of the many potential troubles, these Hollywood couples remain
kid-free:

Related  Link:  Best  Celebrity  Dads  (Who  Also  Make  Great
Husbands)

1.  Prince  William  and  Kate  Middleton:  As  a  royal  couple,
there’s undoubtedly a lot of pressure on Prince William and
Kate.  The  whole  world  is  waiting  for  the  confirmation  on
a baby bump–which despite rumors, still doesn’t exist–but no
one is anticipating it more than the lovebirds themselves.
Although they’ve only been married for a little more than a
year and have been busy on tour for most of that time, they
have pregnancy plans to bring a little prince or princess into
this world soon. We suspect that the Duke and Duchess will
announce their pregnancy by New Year’s Eve.

2. Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum: Could this couple be
more beautiful? After Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum
first made their debut together in the movie Step Up, they’ve
been married for three years. This dancing couple is in their
young thirties, and although they do plan on having children
in the future, they’re still not sure when. With their hectic
lives  and  crazy  schedules,  their  main  focus  is  on  having
enough time for each other.

3.  Fergie and Josh Duhamel: Let’s forget about the fact that
Josh Duhamel was accused of cheating on Fergie, since she has
decided to forget about the matter herself, and instead focus
on the dream-fulfilling marriage these two now have–literally.
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Nine years ago, Fergie read a tabloid about a dream that
Duhamel had about her, and she later asked him if it was a
good dream. His answer eventually led them to a marriage.
Though they’ve been married for four years now and want to
start a family, they still remain kid-free. Time’s ticking
away, so they’d better hurry before it’s too late!

 4. Rachel Ray and John Cusimano: Lately, the only coverage
Rachel Ray and John Cusimano have been getting isn’t so happy.
Though  you  can’t  always  believe  everything  you  hear,
the rumor mill has been churning up reports of a potential
split for this couple. Even before these rumors, however, the
two had no plans of parenthood. Ray says that she puts too
many hours into her career to even consider having time to
raise a child. Parenthood just isn’t in the cards for this
couple, and if the rumors are true it might be for the better!

Related Link: Best Celebrity Moms (Who Also Make Great Wives)

 5. Jay Leno and Mavis Leno: It only took Jay Leno three days
after meeting Mavis to know that he wanted to marry her, but
she wasn’t even sure she ever wanted to marry anyone. After
falling in love, she married Leno on the same day his parents
were married. In the thirty years they’ve been married, they
have always been sure about keeping their marriage child-free.
The couple admits that they simply have zero interest in being
parents.

In what ways have children affected your marriage? Share your
comments below!
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5  of  the  Most  Lavish
Hollywood Weddings

By Jessica Nappi

Every  girl  dreams  of  the  perfect  wedding,  with  the  most
beautiful  dress,  and  of  course,  Prince  Charming.  Some
celebrities are able to turn these dreams into reality with
weddings that both cost millions of dollars and look gorgeous.
From  custom-made  attire  to  venues  that  resemble  paradise,
these celebrity couples top our list of lavish weddings we
will never forget:

Related: Five Celebrity Couples Who Had A Low Profile Wedding

1. Prince William and Kate Middleton: Undoubtedly the most
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talked-about wedding of 2011 and perhaps the most anticipated
‘I  do’  since  Princess  Diana’s  royal  wedding,  Prince
William and Kate Middleton had a lavish wedding that will be
very difficult to top. The royal pair wed at Westminster Abbey
in  front  of  1,900  guests,  while  thousands  more  gathered
outside  to  watch  the  newlyweds  ride  by  in  a  horse-drawn
carriage and kiss on the balcony of Buckingham Palace. The
cake alone cost $80,000 and Middleton’s custom-made dress cost
$70,000. Overall the wedding had to be supported by the tax-
payers of England because it cost over $30 million.

2. Kim Kardashian and Kris Humphries: The whole world was
fortunate enough to see this wedding thanks to a camera crew
so large that 50 guests had to be cut to accommodate for it.
Kim Kardashian and Kris Humphries wed in a beautiful vintage
Hollywood  black-and-white-themed  ceremony  where  she  helped
design every detail. The venue was at a private estate in
Montecito, California that is worth an estimated $20 million.
Over 500 guests witnessed the ‘I do’s’ under large white tents
that were built to keep the wedding under wraps and to fit in
with the black-and-white theme. Let’s not forget about the
wedding  dresses;  yes,  there  was  more  than  one.  Each  of
the three gowns was Vera Wang and reportedly cost $20,000 a
pop. The entire wedding cost anywhere from six to ten million
dollars,  but  we  wouldn’t  expect  anything  less  from  Kim
Kardashian.

3.  Elizabeth  Hurley  and  Arun  Nayar:  Elizabeth  Hurley  and
Indian textile heir Arun Nayar started dating in 2002 and
waited  to  wed  until  2007.  The  lavish  and  eight  day-long
wedding  was  worth  the  wait.  Because  the  couple  came  from
different  backgrounds,  their  wedding  was  divided  into  two
locations. For the British wedding, Hurley married Nayar in a
beautiful ceremony at Sudeley Castle in Gloucestershire where
Elton John gave the bride away. The nuptials continued in
India  at  a  similarly-star-studded  ceremony.  Hurley  wore
beautifully embellished dresses and chocolate fountains were



scattered  all  across  the  venue  making  this  wedding
unforgettable. The wedding cost an estimated $2.5 million.

4. Fergie and Josh Duhamel: This celebrity pair opted for a
white  fantasy  wedding  at  the  Church  Estates  Vineyards  in
Malibu. Fergie and Josh Duhamel exchanged vows under magnolia
trees filled with thousands of white roses. The bride carried
a  bouquet  of  flowers  studded  with  crystals  and  wore  a
beautifully fitted Dolce & Gabbana gown. The reception was
held in a tent that was made to look like a forest of trees,
with  the  ceiling  covered  in  lights.  Kate  Hudson,  Rebecca
Romijn, and Jerry O’Connell were a few of the many celebrities
who attended this extravagant wedding.

Related: Top Five Celebrity Couples Who Have Made Love Last

5. Kendra Wilkinson and Hank Baskett: Kendra Wilkinson and
former NFL player Hank Baskett’s wedding was not only lavish:
it was one of a kind. They were the first couple ever to wed
at the Playboy Mansion other than Hugh Hefner himself. Of
course, they had to make it special. Kendra walked down the
aisle  in  a  princess-style  white  gown  and  wore  more  than
$100,000  worth  of  platinum  jewelry  by  Michael  Barin.  The
ceremony was held out in the open on a lawn where white rose
petals and flower wreaths lined the aisle. Hundreds of guests,
including  plenty  of  playmates,  watched  the  happy  couple
promised to be together forever in this beautiful ceremony.

Celebrity weddings will always peak our interest because of
how over-the-top they can be. These five celebrity weddings
were definitely lavish, but in the world of Hollywood, there
will always be more that will top these. Stay tuned.

What are some of your favorite celebrity weddings? Tell us
below.

http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-married-couples-made-love-last/


Fergie  and  Josh  Duhamel
Attend  a  Friend’s  Birthday
Bash

Fergie  and  Josh  Duhamel  happily  trekked  over  to  West
Hollywood’s  Chateau  Marmont  for  a  friend’s  birthday
celebration Thursday night, according to People.  An onlooker
reported that the small group of friends were enveloped in
“enthusiastic  group  conversation”  over  the  course  of  the
night. “Fergie wore a big smile for much of the night,” said
the source. “It was obvious she was having a really good time.
Though the couple’s PDA was at a minimum, it was clear the two

https://cupidspulse.com/31208/fergie-josh-duhamel-attend-friends-birthday-bash/
https://cupidspulse.com/31208/fergie-josh-duhamel-attend-friends-birthday-bash/
https://cupidspulse.com/31208/fergie-josh-duhamel-attend-friends-birthday-bash/
http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,20595055,00.html


were enjoying the company and the conversation.” The group
indulged in many different desserts throughout the evening and
even sang “Happy Birthday” to the guest of honor together. At
the end of the get together, Duhamel lovingly put his arm
around his wife and escorted her to the valet so the pair
could head  home.

What are some unique events to attend together as a couple?

Cupid’s Advice:

Many couples can get stuck in a rut together if they don’t try
a few new things every once and a while. The easiest way to
keep this from happening is to spend some time together doing
unique things. Cupid has some tips: 

1. Music festival: Throughout the country, there are fun and
affordable music festivals that you and you beau can indulge
in any time of year. This allows you to take in some of your
favorite bands together and maybe even discover some new tunes
you both can enjoy.

2. Marathons: Sign up for a marathon together. This event is
not only a one-day experience the two of you can share, but it
also takes weeks of training. Who better to push and motivate
you to do your best than the one you love? 

3. Go fishing: With summer on its way, spend the day on a
charter fishing boat. The two of you can enjoy some fun in the
sun together and maybe even catch a delicious dinner for two
to prepare when you get home.

What are some unique events you and your man have attended as
a couple?  Share your experiences with a comment below.



Fergie Says She Doesn’t Want
Kids with Josh Duhamel Yet

Black Eyed Peas singer Fergie is enjoying her time off with
her husband, actor Josh Duhamel, after being on the road eight
years touring with her group the Black Eyed Peas.  “We like
each other.  We like hanging out together and we have fun,”
Fergie told MTV News.  “We have fun in the kitchen cooking and
singing silly songs.  Not to give too much away — I’m not
going  any  further  than  that  —  but  we  have  a  good  time
together, and it’s nice to get to have that quality time.  We
enjoy it.”  Though they recently celebrated their three-year
anniversary,  don’t  expect  the  Hollywood  duo  to  make  a
pregnancy announcement anytime soon.  “It’s not happening yet,
I can tell you that definitely,” the singer says.  “But we
want to have a family, so that’s in the cards, but it’s just

https://cupidspulse.com/29213/fergie-doesnt-want-kids-josh-duhamel/
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not this second.”

How do you know when it’s time to start having children?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having kids is usually the next step to take after marriage. 
Here’s how to determine when you and your spouse should start
planning for your new addition to the family:

1. Live like newlyweds for a while: Enjoy your time with your
spouse for a little while before having kids.  The first few
years of your marriage are when you and your lover can take
advantage of spoiling each other with “just because” gifts and
enjoy your time together taking romantic vacations.

2. You’ve done what you wanted to do: For some people, their
life truly begins when they have kids, but if you’re the type
of person that wants to live a little before having children,
then be a little selfish and cross some things off of your
bucket list.

3. You’re ready to expand your family: After treating your
puppy as though it’s your own kid and both you and your spouse
still feel like something is missing in your life, then it may
be time to start planning for a family.

How did you know when it was time to have kids? Share your
experiences below.

Fergie Says She May Have a

https://cupidspulse.com/24867/fergie-says-she-and-husband-josh-duhamel-may-have-baby-this-year/


Baby This Year

It’s a new year, and Fergie and husband Josh Duhamel might be
considering making a new addition to the family.  “Maybe, who
knows?” the singer told People.  “We’ll see.”  As of right
now, Fergie’s focus is on spending more time with her hubby of
three years since she no longer has a schedule to follow
everyday.  “I’m looking forward to being home and not having
to sleep in a different city or country every night,” she
said.

What are important factors to consider before having children?

Cupid’s Advice:

Becoming pregnant often comes as a surprise, but many parents
have the chance to decide when they’re ready to give birth.

https://cupidspulse.com/24867/fergie-says-she-and-husband-josh-duhamel-may-have-baby-this-year/
http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,20557882,00.html


 Cupid has some tips:

1. Maturity:  Be sure that you have the right mentality and
you’re  ready  to  refocus  all  of  your  attention  away  from
yourself and onto caring for your newborn.

2.  Reasons:  If  you  believe  you’re  ready,  be  sure  you’re
prepared  for  all  the  right  reasons.   Be  sure  you’re
financially  and  emotionally  stable.

3. Mutual: Be sure both you and your partner ready to commit
to raising a child.  There are plenty of single mothers out
there who have raised perfectly brought up children on their
own, but I’m sure they’d tell you that it was not an easy task
to do alone.

How did you know you were ready? Share your comments below.

Molly Sims and Scott Stuber
Tie the Knot in Napa Valley

https://cupidspulse.com/20637/molly-sims-scott-stuber-marry-tie-knot-napa-valley/
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Molly Sims and producer Scott Stuber officially said “I do”
last Saturday in Napa Valley, California, according to People.
The model-turned-actress and Stuber dated for a year and a
half before getting engaged last May.  They exchanged vows in
front of family and friends, which included Josh Duhamel and
Fergie.

Where are some romantic locations to get married?

Cupid’s Advice:

So now that he has finally proposed, what next?  The wedding
of course.  If you’re still not sure exactly where to have the
ceremony, Cupid has some suggestions:

1. Maui, Hawaii: If you’ve always dreamed of having a wedding
on a beach, then consider heading off to Maui, Hawaii.  Have a
romantic wedding by the ocean with palm trees and the sun
setting in the background.

2. Dalhousie Castle — Scotland: If you’re searching for a
place outside of the states, then make sure to check out this

http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,20531503,00.html


13th-century castle that’s been converted into a luxury hotel. 
You’ll definitely feel like royalty as you tie the knot with
your beloved here.

3. Legion of Honor — San Francisco, California: If you’re a
west coaster, the Palace of the Legion of Honor is the place
for you to get married.  With amazing views of the Bay and the
city of San Francisco, including exhibits featuring the arts,
you won’t regret your decision.

If you know other romantic locations to get married, share
with our readers by commenting below.


